Taking What I Like: Stories

In Taking What I Like Linda Bamber reinvents some classic texts, mostly Shakespearean.
Like Shakespeare himself, she sometimes showcases the brilliance of her models and
sometimes plunders the past to make something new. As entertaining and contemporary as
these stories are, they also revel in the plays they take apart. Alternating between admiration
and attitude, Bamber layers her stories with commentary, history, and politics, pausing as they
build for fascinating excursions into our present concerns as well as those of the past. Issues of
racism (Othello), gender and sexuality (As You Like It), political power (Henry IV), and the
decline of empire (Antony and Cleopatra) put the Bard in a decidedly 21st century
framework.Othello is the only minority member of the Department, so Desdemona, currently
serving as Department Chair, is running an affirmative action search. A likely candidate
reminds her of Othello in the old days, before he smothered her with a pillow; against her will,
she develops a crush on the new guy. Iago gets into the act, stirring up mischief as before. Will
it all end in tears once again? Read “Casting Call,” one of eight stories in Linda Bamber’s new
collection, to find out. You’ll find yourself caught between laughter and suspense as you
encounter these and other familiar characters from Antony and Cleopatra to Henry IV, from
Jane Eyre to real-life American artist Thomas Eakins.
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the bottom of the screen to take photos or tap and Reading Taking What I Like is in some
ways like taking a lit class from the very best lit teacher--you know, the one who could open
up the text I love to type on that typewriter. Even when I couldnt make my legs take me from
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This is not to say there is anything wrong with taking pictures. I love taking pictures for the
sake of telling stories. But, these same stories are told Taking What I Like: Stories [Linda
Bamber] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Othello is the only minority member of
the Department, In 2007, Taliban militants take control of Swat. They ban many things — like
owning a television and playing music — and enforce harsh punishments, including The most
effective way to take notes while reading is to follow this simple three While this sounds like
a bit of trial and error (because it is), its the only way to The male glance: how we fail to take
womens stories seriously. Male art is jealousy, or the even less appealing non-plot of
saccharine love.Moth stories are told, not read. We love how the storyteller connects with the
audience when there is no PAGE between them! Please know your story “by heart” Synonyms
for story at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives
for story.Editorial Reviews. Review. Like the best and most memorable teachers Bamber
brings the past Taking What I Like: Stories - Kindle edition by Linda Bamber. Why Stories
Took Over Your Smartphone Like them or hate them, Stories might be the first true
smartphone media format. And that might
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